The use of dense pressure observations is investigated for creating mesoscale ensemble analy-5 ses and improving short-term mesoscale forecasts. Nearly an order of magnitude more pres- 
Introduction
As noted in Torn and Hakim (2008) , model terrain fields may not resolve the localized To estimate the time-invarying bias in these observations, a high-resolution analysis of 128 the surface pressure field is used for verification. The RUC Surface Assimilation System 129 (RSAS) (Miller et al. 2002) yields hourly, 15-km resolution analyses of surface variables.
130
Hourly RSAS analyses of altimeter setting were interpolated to observation locations and 131 the differences between the observation value and the analyses were computed from May- The bias correction method described above relies on the RSAS analysis as "truth" for 144 estimating observation bias and as such it is vulnerable to any deficiencies in that analysis.
145
Furthermore, a long period of observations and analyses for a variety of weather scenarios 146 is required to adequately sample the bias. Therefore we consider using altimeter tendency 147 as an alternative method of bias remediation. In the presence of a time-invarying or slowly-148 changing bias, altimeter tendency, calculated as the difference between two subsequent al-149 timeter setting observations, should not show the effects of bias.
150
Little consideration of the potential of pressure or altimeter tendency for data assimila-151 tion has been given in the literature. Wheatley and Stensrud (2010) There is a significant computational expense to cycling this data assimilation system 210 through sufficient forecast cycles to examine the system's effectiveness with statistical rigor.
211
For some experiments we employ a cost-effective alternative "no-cycling" method that uses 212 the archived, 4-km resolution, three-hour forecasts from the UW-rtenkf system valid at 213 the desired analysis time to populate an ensemble. Data assimilation is performed on this 214 ensemble forecast to produce a new analysis, and the process is repeated at each forecast time.
215
The effect of assimilating particular observation sets can be rapidly evaluated and, since the 216 prior ensemble states for all experiments are identical, the differences in the resulting analysis 217 are exclusively the effect of any differences in observations assimilated or parameters changed. observations are well-distributed throughout the domain.
234
The no-cycling procedure is used to directly compare the differences in analyses result- 
242
Experiments where the full ensemble was cycled every three hours using different obser-243 vation sets are also conducted for the entire month-long period. This allows for rigorous 244 evaluation of three-hour forecast errors, using not only the withheld verification observa-245 tions but also any observations about to be assimilated at each assimilation step. Finally,
246
an additional cycling study of a convergence zone event on October 24, 2011 is presented to 247 highlight the effect of pressure assimilation on a mesoscale precipitation event. in the analysis altimeter field after assimilating different densities of altimeter observations.
252
Results show, on average, an 18% reduction in the altimeter error from assimilating one 253 altimeter observation and a 40% reduction for assimilating 100 observations. using WRF with boundary conditions provided by the most recently available GFS forecast.
319
The boundary conditions at the beginning of the model integration are adjusted to match 320 each analysis, and the boundary time tendencies for the first three hours are recomputed to 321 approach the GFS boundary conditions three hours into the forecast. After three hours, the 322 boundary conditions in both experiments are identical. temperature fields, they still lead to significant differences in subsequent forecasts. After 335 three hours, the differences in all three fields decrease, most likely due to the identical 336 boundary conditions spreading into the small domain; we expect that the influence of the 337 boundary conditions on the domain is strongly dependent on the size of the domain used.
338
The differences between the forecast geopotential height fields of these two experiments 339 are also evaluated. Evolutions of these forecast differences similar to the surface pressure 340 difference evolution are evident in the geopotential height field below 700 hPa (not shown).
341
Above 700 hPa, at no forecast time did the differences in geopotential height between the 342 all alts only and METAR only experiments increase, suggesting that the additional dense (Fig. 6) . At all three sites, the forecast from the all alts only experiment improves the used in the UW-rtenkf system and in Ancell et al. (2011) . All other parameters remain the 431 same as described before, except for the microphysics scheme which is changed to the WSM 432 5-class scheme for better representation of convective microphysical processes.
433
The ensemble starts at 0000 UTC October 24, 2011 and is run though 0600 UTC with- cycling and all alts only with one-hour cycling) valid at 1500 UTC. These reflectivity images 444 may be compared with the observed radar composite reflectivity at 1502 UTC (Fig. 8) . The 445 control experiment without data assimilation shows no precipitation band in the vicinity 446 of the convergence zone, consistent with the forecast failure of the deterministic models.
447
The rtenkf experiment, which closely mirrors the performance of the UW-rtenkf system, but the high intensity of the ensemble-mean composite reflectivity reflects a relatively small 457 spread in the ensemble members as to the location and intensity of the precipitation band.
458
In addition, comparisons of adjustments to the low-level wind fields (not shown) indicate 459 that the dense altimeter observations directly increased the convergence in the vicinity of the A case study of a specific occurrence of a mesoscale precipitation band showed the po-
498
tential for dramatic improvement of the short-term forecast by assimilating dense surface 499 pressure observations. In particular, hourly assimilation of dense pressure observations led 500 to a successful forecast of this event, suggesting that frequent assimilation of dense pressure 501 observations may improve short-term forecasts of high-impact mesoscale events.
502
While bias correction methods were developed to improve observations, no attempt was 503 made here to correct model bias. Several studies (Ancell 2012; Mass et al. 2008) 
